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Social data has a short shelf life.
Consumer demand is forever in flux. Just as the shopping seasons guide demand in many categories, they
shape the conversation around these categories as well. In this edition of The Conversation Index, we dive
into some annual global shopping trends to see how customer conversations flow with the seasons.
At what time of year are reviews most in demand? What can trends in review readership tell us about
specific shopping seasons, like back-to-school or the December holidays? To answer these questions, we
analyzed over 100,000 pieces of customer-written content, along with traffic trends across our network
of the world’s top businesses.
On to the insights!

Lisa Pearson (@lpearson)
Chief Marketing Officer, Bazaarvoice
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Back-to-school shoppers
who read reviews on
consumer electronics or
office supplies are 37%
more likely to buy than
those who don’t.
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What we’ve found
• Back-to-school shopping peaked weeks earlier
than market research predicted.
• Review usage peaked for the year on
Cyber Monday 2013.
• Gift givers and receivers write reviews differently.
• The December holidays attract new people
to mobile shopping.
• Travelers show different needs based on
why they travel and when.
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL RESEARCH
HAPPENS EARLIER THAN YOU THINK

Review and Q&A traffic in popular back-to-school
categories peaks weeks earlier than market
research and traditional thinking predict.
*North American data only
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Back-to-school
research peaks earlier
than expected
Between June and August, certain product categories are as
hot as the summer sun. Retailers and brands in the consumer
electronics and office supplies industries ramp up their
campaigns accordingly. But did they do it early enough in
2013? If they heeded market research and traditional backto-school shopping assumptions, they may not have.
Market research last year asked people when they planned
to do their back-to-school research, and respondents
indicated that research would peak in mid- to late-July. But
the impressions of customer-written reviews and product
question and answers (Q&A) across consumer electronics
and office supplies show differently.
Shoppers were actually researching back-to-school
purchases as early as mid-June. And research peaked
in the first week of July – weeks earlier than predicted.

It’s likely the market research was skewed by response bias;
shoppers didn’t actually predict their own behavior.
During the back-to-school season in 2013, visitors who
reached a consumer electronics or office supplies product
page were 37% more likely to convert if they interacted
with reviews. Similarly, revenue per visit in consumer
electronics and office supplies increased 28% and
48%, respectively, when site visitors read reviews.
And these stats are only for those single-session buyers,
who were quick to make a purchase decision. Imagine the
cross-session and in-store impact – which are more difficult
to capture – on high-consideration back-to-school items
such as laptops.
Begin back-to-school promotions earlier in the summer
to reach more shoppers while they’re making decisions.
Promote reviews and customer Q&A in stores and online
during the back-to-school research period.
Equip sales staff with mobile devices to help in-store
shoppers check customer feedback while in stores.
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Back-to-school
research peaks match
school years around
the world
Internationally, back-to-school research more closely
matches predictable patterns.
In Australia, students attend school for 200 days a year,
from late January to mid-December. Back-to-school research
peaks in January, with most Australians accessing consumer
reviews and Q&A just prior to the commencement of the
school year.
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In contrast, most Japanese schools run on a trimester
schedule. The academic year begins in April and ends the
following March, with breaks for summer, winter, and spring
to separate the three terms. Unsurprisingly, Japan does most
of its electronics and office supply research in April. Further
reinforcing the rise in research, April also marks a time of
year when many Japanese professionals traditionally make
career changes.
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL RESEARCH
FITS REGIONAL SCHEDULES
BACK-TO-SCHOOL REVIEW SUBMISSIONS

The back-to-school shopping season
sparks chatter in relevant categories.
KEY:
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Holiday shoppers
rely heavily on
reviews, especially
on Black Friday and
Cyber Monday
It’s no surprise that the end-of-year holidays see the highest
review usage consistently each year. Not only is November
to December the biggest shopping season of the year, but
also reviews are uniquely helpful then, because shoppers are
choosing gifts. When shopping for someone with different
interests and tastes, reviews help someone like Mom, for
example, understand which of those Xbox accessories her
gamer son will like best – by letting her read opinions from
other gamers like him.
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THE MOST RELIABLE INSTRUMENTS OF
THE THANKSGIVING WEEKEND SHOPPER

Hourly review impressions peaked
for the year at 2PM and 8PM CST.
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Just how large is the spike in review usage during the
holiday season? In 2013, review pageviews for the months
of November and December exceeded that of all other
months by 38% and 48%, respectively.
Drilling down further, we find that Black Friday and Cyber
Monday are the most review-trafficked days of the year,
beating the November daily average review pageviews
by 77% and 84%. And getting even more granular on Cyber
Monday, we see that review traffic hit its peak for the entire year
at 2PM CST on December 2, and again later that evening at
8PM. It’s likely that some shoppers browsed deals during the
day, perhaps while at work, and then again later at home.

Make reviews especially prominent during these heavily
shopped days. For example, display “top rated” gift lists
on your home page and in marketing content.
Load up your review volume before the holiday shopping
season kicks off. Make an extra effort to gather reviews
on your predicted holiday bestsellers early to make sure
you have a good volume of content on those products as
the season heats up.
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Shoppers read more
reviews during the 2PM
and 8PM CST hours of
Cyber Monday than during
any other hour of 2013.
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BOXING DAY TRUMPS BLACK
FRIDAY AND CYBER MONDAY

In countries that celebrate it, Boxing Day
is the biggest shopping day of the year.

BOXING DAY PAGEVIEWS
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Boxing Day tops
even Cyber Monday in
countries that observe it
As in North America, review usage is highest in most
countries in November and December. That’s when
consumers research and buy gifts in preparation for
Christmas and the other end-of-year holidays. For example,
while apparel and accessories typically have a very slow
summer in Germany, in November there’s a sharp increase in
the number of consumers who access consumer reviews and
Q&A in those categories in order to guide their gift-giving
for Christmas.
But what may come as a surprise is that another holiday –
Boxing Day – actually outperforms all others in the countries
that celebrate it. It is known as a shopping holiday – similar
to Black Friday and Cyber Monday in the US. Boxing Day
shoppers rely heavily on consumer feedback to guide their
purchase decisions.

Traditionally, Boxing Day is the day following Christmas
Day, when servants and tradesmen would receive gifts from
their employers. Today, Boxing Day is a bank holiday that
generally takes place on December 26th and is observed in
countries such as the UK, Canada, Hong Kong, South Africa,
and Australia. And in those countries, review usage peaked
for the year on Boxing Day – not on Cyber Monday as it did
for the rest of the globe. In fact, Boxing Day pageviews were
9% higher than pageviews on Cyber Monday for this region,
and 46% higher than the December average.
In the UK, Boxing Day 2013 set a new record for the sixth
year in a row. Figures were up 15% and British consumers
spent 17 million hours researching and shopping online.
Shopping activity accounted for 17% of all online visits on
Boxing Day – with one in every six visits online going to a
retail website.

GERMANY
…while apparel and accessories typically have a very
slow summer in Germany, in November there’s a sharp
increase in the number of consumers who access
consumer reviews and Q&A in those categories in
order to guide their gift-giving for Christmas.
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Gift givers write
reviews on retailers’
sites, while receivers
leave theirs on
manufacturers’
Gift-giving presents a special scenario when it comes to
reviews, as the gift is often reviewed by both the person
giving it and the recipient. And often the recipient doesn’t
know where the gift was purchased. To see how this might
impact review submissions, we looked at two popular
end-of-year holiday gift categories: toys and games, and
consumer electronics.
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In both categories, we see an offset in submission trends.
Toys, games, and electronics review submissions on retail
sites peak in December – the height of the gift-buying
season. But on manufacturer sites in these categories,
the peak comes one month later, after the New Year.
It’s possible that the person who buys the gift most often
reviews it in December after buying, on the retail site where
they bought it. However, the person who receives the gift
reviews it on the manufacturer’s brand site, since they don’t
know where it was purchased.
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GIFT GIVERS AND RECEIVERS
REVIEW DIFFERENTLY
MANUFACTURER SITES

Review submission trends suggest that gift
givers write reviews early on retailer sites, while
recipients write theirs later on brand sites.
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END-OF-YEAR HOLIDAYS ATTRACT
NEW MOBILE SHOPPERS

Spikes in December mobile traffic don't fall back to
pre-holiday levels in January, suggesting that shoppers
form new mobile habits during the holidays.
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Consumers become
first-time mobile
shoppers during
the holidays, and
get hooked for life
Mobile has an increasingly important role in end-of-year
holiday shopping. Whether at home on the couch or
battling crowds in the aisles, holiday shoppers turn to mobile
to research, buy, and, of course, to read reviews. In fact,
data suggests that many people try mobile shopping for the
first time during November and December – and become
mobile shoppers for life.
Following review pageviews on a mobile device over time,
we see that mobile traffic to review pages consistently
jumps from October to December. But more importantly,
the traffic doesn’t fall back to pre-holiday levels after

the New Year. This suggests that newly converted mobile
shoppers stick with their new habit even after the gift-buying
season is over – making the holidays an excellent time to win
their mobile loyalty.
In November and December 2013, mobile accounted
for 21% of all online transactions across our network.
And one in ten (10%) mobile shoppers consulted
reviews in December, compared to 12% of desktop
visitors. But while people are still less likely in general to
buy products or read reviews via mobile, data shows that
the impact of reviews on mobile shoppers is much greater
than it is on desktop shoppers.
Desktop review readers are 66% more likely to buy than
desktop users who don’t read reviews. On mobile, however,
review readers are 127% more likely to buy. That’s right
– reviews have nearly double the impact on conversion for
mobile shoppers versus desktop shoppers, making reviews
an essential part of an effective mobile experience.
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And these numbers don’t account for the unknown
countless shoppers who read reviews on their mobile device
while buying in a store. Nearly one in every three site visits
across our network in November and December happened
on a mobile device. How many of those visits happened in
the aisles, driving offline purchases?

Take this chance to capture first-time mobile shoppers
for life. Lock down an excellent mobile experience
before the holidays, and heavily promote your mobile
site or app in store signage and advertising.
Include reviews in your mobile experience,
and make them easy to find.
Use in-store callouts like star ratings on shelf tags to
encourage shoppers to check reviews on their phones
while shopping in your stores.
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Shoppers who read reviews
on a mobile device are 127%
more likely to buy than those
who don’t – compared to
66% for desktop shoppers.
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Pleasure travelers
stick to summer, seek
different amenities than
business travelers
Online travel agencies and hoteliers benefit from travelers’
passion; people love to discuss their travels. Across our
network, the average review is 60 words. The average travel
review, on the other hand, is 96 words – 60% longer.
Travel reviews are also highly seasonal. We analyzed review
data from several online travel agencies (OTAs) in the northern
hemisphere and found that submissions skewed heavily
toward the summer months. Monthly review submissions
spiked 48% from January to July 2013. That’s to be
expected, but following the trends, we see that some
sorts of travel are more seasonal than others.
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TRAVEL SEASONALITY
REFLECTS TRAVELER TYPE
TOTAL REVIEW SUBMISSIONS

Seasonal trends in travel type reveal targeting
opportunities during both peak and off-season
months in the northern hemisphere.

KEY:
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Review submission data for these OTAs shows that pleasure
travel booms in the spring and stays high throughout the
summer, dropping off in the fall and winter. Family travel
shows a sharper spike between June and August, when
the kids are out of school.
Analyzing review text, we find that positive reviews from
all types of travelers most often mention the destination’s
location, breakfast, and the friendliness of the staff. But in
negative reviews, different sorts of travelers are put off by
different amenities. Family and pleasure travelers who leave
negative reviews are likely to mention water temperature
and pressure, small rooms and pool, cigarette smoke, and
street noise.

Business travel, on the other hand, stays steady year-round,
as does travel with friends. These travelers have different
concerns than pleasure and family travelers, as evidenced
by their reviews. Business travelers often complain about
Internet service and the fitness room, while travelers with
friends are sensitive to the quality of the sofa bed, A/C,
and bathrooms.
Travel even shows seasonality in which amenities are
most important.

Target your marketing messages to families and
pleasure travelers in the summer months. Be sure the
noted amenities are in excellent condition before the
summer kicks off to avoid negative feedback.
Switch your marketing focus to friends and business
travelers in the off-peak months, paying special
attention to the noted amenities.
Share review analyses with your individual property
locations to ensure that areas that are commonly
associated with seasonal negative feedback
are addressed.
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Bank holidays inspire
home improvement
research
On average, bank holidays in the UK and France see
consumers accessing customer reviews and Q&A
for do-it-yourself (DIY) supplies 15% more than the
average for the rest of the month. For many European
retailers – particularly home improvement merchants – these
bank holiday periods are key to annual performance. While
a consumer electronics vendor will likely see highest sales
around the winter holiday season, DIY sellers rely heavily on
bank holidays – oftentimes blitzing consumers with seasonappropriate deals and sales.
Despite the added time off on bank holidays, long weekends
are generally too short for travel. Instead, many people stay
at home and do the jobs they’ve been putting off for months.
Whether it’s getting the garden looking good for summer or
the house interior in order for winter, most French and British
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consumers use these days to work on DIY home projects.
Still, there are specific factors in France and the UK that
contribute to seasonal upticks in DIY projects and
review consumption:
In May:
With the weather getting nicer and, subsequently, people’s
moods following suit, many Europeans use bank holidays
in May to decorate their terraces, balconies, and gardens in
preparation for summer. It’s also a time of year when people
typically put homes up for sale, prompting DIY projects
that owners hope will drive property value. During this
time, many people turn to consumer feedback to research
gardening products and other outdoor DIY supplies.
In August:
On the flip side, with summer winding down, many
consumers use bank holidays in August to focus on
projects in preparation for winter. During this time,
people work primarily on the interior of their homes,
relying heavily on reviews to source the best tools,
supplies, and indoor decorations.

#BVINDEX7

BANK HOLIDAYS ENCOURAGE
HOME IMPROVEMENT

Home improvement peaks around bank
holidays in the UK and France, about 15%
higher than the month's average.

BANK HOLIDAY PAGEVIEWS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND FRANCE
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Overview: Highly
seasonal categories
In the most seasonal categories, review submissions align
with annual triggers, year after year. Brands in highly seasonal
industries should push heavily to gather reviews during the
peak months that will carry them the rest of the year.

Use mobile-optimized templates for review-request
emails. Our client increased review submissions
146% after adopting a mobile-optimized
submission form.

Flowers and gifts: Crests noticeably around
Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, Thanksgiving,
and Christmas.
Home improvement: Peaks over June to August,
the most popular season for industrial building and
do-it-yourself projects.
Crafts: Lifts from May to August and again from
December to January, aligning perfectly with when
the kids are home from school.
Office supplies: Peaks from December to January.
It’s likely that people restock around the New Year.
And it’s interesting to note that January is one of the
most common months to start a new job.
Luxury apparel: Spikes incredibly sharply around
the winter holidays. While apparel stays fairly
constant all year, luxury apparel sees a massive spike
around December – indicating that luxury apparel
purchases are far more common as gifts. Of all the
verticals we analyzed for this edition of the index,
luxury apparel is by far the most drastically seasonal.
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SEASONALITY OF
REVIEW SUBMISSIONS

Review submission spikes line up with peak shopping
seasons in these highly seasonal categories, making
review collection essential during these seasons.

AVERAGE REVIEW SUBMISSIONS PER CLIENT
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The methodology behind
The Conversation Index Volume 7
Volume 7 is based on an analysis of a sample dataset pulled from Bazaarvoice’s network,
including data from over 57 million reviews and more than 35 billion product pageviews.

Contributors
Column Five Media created the visualizations for The Conversation Index Volume 7.
columnfivemedia.com
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Contact us
Contact us to see how we help brands gain invaluable consumer and product
insights by putting consumers’ conversations at the heart of their organizations.

NORTH AMERICA

EMEA

United States:

(866) 522-9227

United Kingdom:

+44 208 080 1100

San Francisco:

(866) 345-1461

France:

+33 1 73 00 05 00

Germany:

+49 89 24218 222

bazaarvoice.com

APAC
Australia:
Singapore/
Asia-Pacific:
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+61 2 9362 2200

bazaarvoice.com/au

+62 6248 4703

Netherlands:
Sweden:

bazaarvoice.com/uk

bazaarvoice.com/fr

bazaarvoice.com/de

+31 20 301 2169
+46 70 248 20 98
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About Bazaarvoice
Bazaarvoice is a network that connects brands and retailers to the authentic voices of people where they shop. Each month,
more than 400 million people view and share authentic opinions, questions, and experiences about 70 million products
in the Bazaarvoice network. The company’s technology platform amplifies these voices into the places that influence
purchase decisions. Network analytics help marketers and advertisers provide more engaging experiences that drive brand
awareness, consideration, sales, and loyalty. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Bazaarvoice has offices across North America,
Europe, and Asia-Pacific.
For more information visit bazaarvoice.com, read the blog at bazaarvoice.com/blog, and follow us on
at twitter.com/bazaarvoice.
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